Abstract. Let S" be the symmetric group on n letters and SG the limit of the sets of degree +1 homotopy equivalences of the n -1 sphere.
The above theorem is contained in the work of many people including [10] , [16] , [22] , [24] , [25] .
Thus 5 §oe properly interpreted is a model for SG.
In all that follows let p be an odd prime. We will write H*{K) for H*(K, Z/p). H*(K, Z, p) is, by definition, [5] , the ^-primary component of H*(K, Z). In [4] the algebra structure of //*(cy) is computed but the arguments do not generalize to §y; / > 3. The main results of this paper are the calculations of #*( §") and H*(SG) as algebras, determination of the action of the Steenrod algebra, &(p), on #*( §") and H*(SG) and integral analysis of #*( §", Z,p) and H*(SG,Z,p). This paper is essentially my Stanford University Ph. D. thesis written under the direction of R. James Milgram, whom I would like to thank for his advice and encouragement. I would also like to thank the referee for his numerous helpful comments including shorter proofs for two of the propositions in §11. In addition after submission of this paper I learned that Benjamin Cooper [35] and Hùynh Mui [36] have also studied H*($p*).
I. Statement of results. It is well known that a /J-Sylow subgroup Kp of a finite group K contains all the ^-primary homology information; more precisely, H*(K) and H*(K, Z, p) are isomorphic to subrings of H*(Kp) and H*(Kp, Z, p) respectively, which are invariant under the action of certain automorphisms. It is also well known, [6] , that a /»-Sylow subgroup of Spi is isomorphic to v/fZ/p, the /-fold wreath product of Z/p. In the next section we examine a specific embedding of wi'Z/p in Si and show the existence of an H*( ) detecting family consisting of subgroups of the form X mZ/p. In fact we have the following subgroups and natural inclusions: k¡/. Tj¡ -> Spi for 1 < j < i and the map kf = II}.,A£: #*( §,<)->n%!#*(?;..),' where Tu= X"'-\xJZ/p).
The first theorems compute the images of k*fs and the map kf. We show that kf detects a set of multiplicative generators for H*(^>p¡) whose relations are trivial to compute. Hence the map kf determines //*(Spi). Later for simplicity we will want to identify u G H*(S>p,) with its natural image kf¡(u) G H*(Tj¡) but we must wait until Theorems A-D have been stated to avoid possible confusion.
Recall H*(XkZ/p) = £(<?" . .., ek) ® P(bx, ...,bk) with degree (em) = (ii) [19] proved Qj¡ is integral, not merely rational, mod/?. See appendix for proof.
Sp, can be thought of as the permutations of the point set Tl'Z/p. Let k¡¡: T¡¡ = X' Z/p -> {permutations of WZ/p} be defined by: k¡¡(ax,..., a,) sends (¿,,..., b¡) to (a, + bx,..., a¡ + b¡) where Z/p is written additively. Then k¡¡ is seen to be equivalent to the adjoint representation (2.5) and includes T¡¡ in Sp¡. The normalizer N of k¡¡(T¡¡) in S^i maps onto GL(/, Z/p) (2.10) and induces an action on H*{T¡¡) as follows. If \J x in GL(/, Z/p) represents the coset xT¡¡ in N then the homomorphism ad.,.: H*(T¡¡)Ĥ *(T,J) operates as follows: adx(ej = \JX em, a.äx(bm) = \JX bm where em, bm are treated as the vectors (0,..., e,..., 0) and (0,..., b,..., 0) in H*(T¡¡) with nonzero entries in the mth place. Hence &dx operates on the above determinant classes via the determinant function; that is, ad^L,) = det(Ux L¡). By 2.13 image kf, is contained in H*(Ti4)aUf'z'p\ Let <¥, be the algebra E(LXL^2) ® P(Lf-1). For i greater than 1 let % be the subalgebra of H*(T,J) generated by: 1, Lf~\ Q}i, LjLf'2, MjjLf'2,
MjiLiLf-3, MJtiMKiLf~3 with 1 < j, h < i -1 and j < h. % is contained in //*(7^,)GL(',z//') (2.12). Then % contains the polynomial algebra P(Lf~\ Qx¡, Q2i,..., Qi-xJ) and all other generators of W, are exterior. However the algebra they generate is not an exterior subalgebra as there are zero products. The multiplication of these exterior products is determined by the relations: (ii) If i = 2 the results of [4] are obtained.
(iii) Let p = 3, /' = 3 then £3*3: i/*(S27) -> H*(Z/3 X Z/3 X Z/3) and image k*3 is generated by: 
The proof of Theorem A depends, in part, on [17] and a counting argument. As noted above the classes in image kf¡ are GL(/, Z/p) invariant. A calculation and [8] show P{bx,..., b¡)GUJ'z^p) is isomorphic to the polynomial subalgebra of image kf¡. For i -2, [4] shows
If /> > 5, i > 3 then (£(e" ..., e,) ® P(6" ..., b¡))G^¡-z/p) properly con- given by letting (S^)m permute the with block ofpJ letters. Let 1 < j < i, then Sy-; operates on 7},-and on the algebra ®m~-\^j)m contained in H*(Tj¡) = <g> pJ,~Jx(H*(XJZ/p))m by permuting the/>'""■' copies of X'Z//>. Theorem B. For I < j < i image fc,* is isomorphic to the algebra of Spi-j invariant classes of ®£,'..''i(<ílf/)»r Notation. Let um G (%)", then S <«,, u2,..., up,-iy is the Sy-y invariant class generated by uxu2 • • • up,-j ( is odd dimensional then S <m" ux, Examples, (i) image kfx is generated by:
is allowed to be 1 G H\XjZ/p)). If ux up-j} = 0. a« = s (¿1¿r2)+*°'-i))" m=l = S<(L,LrD-2)+^-,)) ,!,...,!>, for 0 < k < p'~l -1, and Äw-2(^r,W^r,k-"(^"% where 1 < A: < p'~x and the sum runs over all sequences 1 < mx < m2 Given w" u2 G H*(è>pi) with «, detected only by kfj and u2 detected only by kf2¡ withy, ¥=j2 then «, + u2 is a multiple image class. However this type of multiple image class is decomposable as a sum of classes and thus is a "trivial" multiple image class. The next three definitions and following theorem give all "nontrivial"; i.e., indecomposable, multiple image classes. Definition. 91L( is the subalgebra contained in eZliJ-generated by 1,
MgtiMKiLf-\ QhJ, K g, h < i -l,g < h.
Definition. Given xmJ G 91t, we define xmJ_x G %j-X as follows: (¿)VxmJ = lthenxmJ_x = 1. -1, 1,. .., 1>, 0). Then k^(uxu2) = 0 but in fact «,«2 =£ 0 in H*(i>p}) and uxu2 is detected by subgroups of the form Tx X T2 X • -X Tp where Tn = TX2 or T22 and both Txl and T22 must occur at least once. These detecting groups are included in §y through Xp(S>p2). More generally a nonsymmetric detecting group, X^x(X'm-x(T ))" of Sy is a product of detecting groups of Sy-i included in Spi through X^S^.-i) where TrttS¡ ¥= Tr. for some r,, r2, sx and s2. These nonsymmetric detecting groups detect all classes u G H*(s>pi) not detected by the map kf as stated in Theorem D. First we need Definition. Let u G H*(s> :) and n < p'. Then we have the natural inclusion Ip,n: SjjC-» Spi. We say u restricts nonzero to S" if and only if Ip¡n(u) ¥= 0. For notational convenience we write u for both the class in H*(Sp¡) and the restriction in H*(Sn).
Theorem D. (1) The classes in H*(Spi) not detected by kf are products of classes that are detected by kf.
(2) Let um G H*(ßpl). Suppose kf(um) * 0, ITm_,*f(«J = 0 and let nm be the smallest power of p such that um restricts nonzero to H*(S"m). Then ITm=,«m ¥= 0 in H*(%pl) unless:
(a) um = um is an odd dimensional exterior class in H*( §>" ), for some "m2
1 < m, < m2 < r. 
The following diagram is conceptually helpful. (2) Jf is infective. Although [3] [37] , [38] , [39] and this paper one may calculate the E2 term of the Adams spectral sequence converging to ßPL ® Z(p). Current joint work with H. Ligaard, J. P. May and R. J. Milgram computes this E2 term and gives infinite families of nontrivial differentials of all orders in the spectral sequence.
II. The embedding and the detecting family.
2.1. Definition. Let K be a finite group and L a subgroup of S" then AT wr L is defined to be the group whose elements are {(f g)-f is a mapping of (1,2,..., n) into K, g G L} and whose multiplication is given by (/, g)(f, g') = (ffg, gg'), where fg(g(i)) = f(i)andff'(i)=f(i)f'(i).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2.2. Definition. Let X be a space and {A¡} a collection of subspaces of X. {A¡) is a Z/p cohomology detecting family for X if the inclusion map H*(X) -» Tm*(A¡) is an injection. Proof. Preceding fc,, by any automorphism <p: 7),--» T¡¡ is just a reordering of the underlying set of T¡¡. This reordering, considered as an element of Spi, conjugates k¡¡ to k¡¡ ° <p. This implies i// is onto. The remainder of the proposition follows trivially.
For x G Spi the homomorphism ad.,.: H*(T,J) -» H*(xTux~l) is induced by the inner automorphism y^>xyx~x. Let E = 1!mw.xamem and 5 = 2m_,a^,6m in H*(T¡¡) then it follows directly from the definition of ty that 2.11. Proposition. For x G W" ad^E) = \p(x)E and zdx(B) = ^(jc).B.
Since &dx is a ring homomorphism 2.11 determines adx on all of H*(T¡¡).
Since thepth power homomorphism, a\-*ap, is the identity on Z/p we have P(xf,..., xf) = (P(xx,..., x¡)f for all polynomials P. This fact and direct computation yield 2.12. Proposition, ad^ operates on the classes L¡, Qj¡, MJt¡, L¡ via multiplication by the determinant function.
2.13. Corollary. The algebra % is contained in H*(Titi)GU-i<z/p\ 2.14. Lemma. If G is a finite group, K a subgroup, and NKG the normalizer of K in G then the image of H*(G) in H*(K) is contained in H*(K)N™.
Proof. Any inner automorphism of G induces the identity on H*(G).
Hence we have the following commutative diagram:
Allowing x to run through NKG gives the lemma.
Corollary. Let u E H*(Sp>) then kf¡(ü) G H*{kTtjfut*M.
Proof. Immediate from 2.10 and 2.14. Let Njj be the normalizer of k,/. TJt¡ -» Spi in Sp,. Let SP*(S2") be the k symmetric product of S2" (see [17] for the definition and properties of the symmetric products of a space). Since Hj(SPp'(S2")) s Hj(S?pl (S2n), S?P'-X(S2")) for y > 2n(p' -1) + 1 we may identify Hk(Sp<) with elements in ^(S2", Z/p) of bidegree (2«(p') -k,p'). Thus for k < 2« -1 classes in Hk(Spi) correspond to classes 2a; with each a G %(S2n, Z/p) having bidegree (-, p'). This gives Hk(Sp¡) as Z/p vector spaces. Recall there are two types of classes in 6l(S2", Z/p) having bidegree (-,p'):
(1) a corresponds to ty1' of bidegree (|97i| + 2n,p'), (2) a = ][bk where bk has bidegree (-, pJ), for some j < i and occurs in H^(S?pJ(S2n), SP^-'iS2")). Proof of (2). We need the following Theorem [2] . Let r > 2. In homology with the loop sum multiplication if dr-\a) = b then dr(a") = ap~xb.
Proof. Theorem 5.4 of [2] . The homology and cohomology Bockstein spectral sequences are Hopf algebra duals and Theorem F gives the loop sum coalgebra map in cohomology. If a, b in Hf(Q(S\) are dual to u, v respectively then Theorem F gives <«', apy = 1. Now «' is not dual to ap on the Ex level; in fact («')* = ap + 2a,. It is easy to see however that the a¡ are all dual to classes u" where kf"(u") = S <x" ..., x" 1,... > with t < pm. Appendix. We give a proof that the quotient determinants, Qj4 G ^lf,-are integral mod p. L¡ has an explicit factorization first discovered by E. H.
Moore in 1896
Lemma [19] . More generally bx is a factor of the numerator of QJt for every y, so L, is also a factor of the numerator of Qj, by the above argument. This gives:
Lemma. Qjti is a nontrivial polynomial invariant under GL(/, Z/p).
